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Several cars broken into in NSU
parking garages
VI'htten by:
KerenMoros
The week of Aug. 30, six cars
were broken into at the Health
Professions Divisrons and the Alvin
Sherman library parking garages.
Thieves broke several of the cars'
windows and stole items including
a laptop, clothing, a GPS unit and a
backpack.
Shane Lam, assistant director
of field operations at the Office of
Public Safety, said that the burglaries
were crimes of opportunity because
the items were visible from outside
the cars, making them attractive
targets f or thieves.
Jose Vaquez, junior biology
major said he felt unsafe when he
heard about the burglaries.
"I think that NOVALERT isn't

doing their job," he said. "They need
to tighten up on where they place
cameras and how frequently they
pass around parking garages,"
Shelissa Gomes, junior criminal
justice major, agreed.
"Honestly I've seen NOVALERT
just like in random places but never
in areas that need to be supervised
like a parking lot," she said. "They
go through once and then what? And
I think realistically, there should be
patrols there all the time, whether
it's someone stationed there or
hourly checks daytime and nighttime
around the clock."
Lam said that crime prevention
and security is participatory and that
it is not solely the Office of Public
Safety's duty.
"Our primary role is informSee BURGLARIES 2

Leaving valuable items easily visible in unattended cars make it attractive for thieves to break in.

NSU's hurricane The sales institute
oilers
students
eDlergency plans
achance to win
aniPad

Written b)1:
Giuliana Scagliotti

Florida's
summer
brings
nice weather - and the dreaded
hurricane
season.
For those
accustomed to tropical weather,
hurricane talk is the norm. But for
students from other parts of the
country, hurricane preparedness may
be unknown territory. However, for
NSU officials, it isn't.
Executive Director of University Relations David Dawson
explained that the university
monitors storms very carefully.
"The first order of business is
the safety of our students," he said.
Dawson said that in the past, students
who live on campus have flown
home or gone to a friendls house.
"If they stay here, we'll protect
them," he said. "Protecting students
is part of our service. We protect
this campus. It's an open and pretty
campus and very safe, but not
by accident."
Rodrigue Colas, assistant director for housing, said that for category
3 hurricanes and below, the office
staff first updates students and meets

Written by:
Annarely Rodriguez

with the Don Taft University Center
Arena staff to set aside an area for
students to stay.
The housing staff stays with
students during the storm. They
provide mattresses and work with
dining services to provide meals.

However, students are responsible for protecting their rooms
from damage.
For stronger hurricanes, there
is a designated shelter, Falcon
See HURRICANE 2

when they get out of college,
regardless of major, is usually in
sales," said Dannacher. "If they're '
In preparation for the opening , selling something, they need to have
the skill set to do so, whether they're
of the Sales Institute in the H. Wayne
selling themselves or their ideas."
Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship on Oct. 13, the
Dannacher said the college
hopes
to raise awareness of the
institute has partnered with the
institute
while giving students a
Division of Student Affairs to host a
chance
to
do something fun
contest that promotes sales skills.
"We
also want to see who is
The contest is called uP itch
for iPad. To enter the competition,
good out there without any training,"
he said. "It's time for academic
students must film themselves
stating why "they are NSU" in a one- , departments to have some fun."
The first place prize will be a
minute video. Students must film
16
GB
iPad. Second place will be
between Oct. 25 and Oct. 27 using
the Sales Institute's video equipment
awarded a $250 American Express
gift certificate and third place will
and facilities.
Dennis Dannacher, director
receive a $100 American Express
gift
certificate.
of recruitment and admissions for
Adam Quinney, second-year
the Huizenga School, said this
opportunity will benefit students
graduate student in the College of
Osteopathic Medicine thinks the
who may find themselves working
in sales.
See UPITCH 2
"The first job students have
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"We have a plan we've had for years.
We have resident assistants and
professional staff that students can
contact. We've gone through hurricanes
before. We make sure [students] are
safe, which is our number one priority."
- Rodrigue Colas, assistant director for housing

NSU's home page, update messages
on NSU's general phone line and
distribute information on NSU's
emergency line: 1-800-256-5065,
said Dawson. The chancellor and
the president make the final decision
about closing the university.
NSU is aware of a storm's
effect and recognizes that there are
serious academic consequences to
losing school days.
Dawson said, "We balance
academics, but never compromise safety."
In the event of a black-out due
to a hurricane, NSU is prepared. The
campus is self-sufficient and has
trailers with generators and locations
with emergency power.
"We can power ourselves,"
Dawson said. "We have portable
generators plus regular ones."
The 2010 Atlantic hurricane
season has been uneventful for
South Florida so far. The season ends
Nov. 30.

Cove Middle School. NSU's
staff ensures there is space and
transportation to the shelter for the
students. They also make sure they
know exactly which students went
to the shelter and which students
went home.
"We have a plan we've had
for years," Colas said. "We have
resident assistants and professional
staff that students can contact. We've
gone through hurricanes before. We
make sure [students] are safe, which
is our number one priority."
The threat of a hurricane may
cause the university to close. In
deciding whether or not to close the
campus, NSU officials speak with
neighboring colleges and the public
school system. They also stay up to
date with the county's emergency
structure and public transportation
system, said Dawson.
Then, they disseminate campuswide emails, post hurricane icons on

competition is a good opportunity
for students, but he said he would not
do it because he has a computer.
"I think if someone doesn't
have a computer, they would benefit
from it, though," said Quinney.
Shenika Webb, senior business
administration and marketing major,
said that students would benefit from
the contest. Winning the iPad, she
said, would be a bonus.
"Anything free is a good idea
that I think everyone appreciates,
but I think it means more to business
students because it is an opportunity

to do something that will help their
future," she said.
Student clubs and organizations
may also benefit from the contest. If
the winning student is a member of a
club, athletic team, academic society
or any other organization on campus,
the organization will receive $1,000.
Faculty in the Sales Institute
will judge entries and narrow the
pool to five finalists by rating the
contestants' originality, creativity
and ability to entertain the audience.
Judges will also look at the reason
students' believe "they are NSU."

BURGLARIES from 2

secure the campus. Three Davie
police officers work fulltime on
campus and patrol residence halls
around the clock.
Mikaela Myers, sophomore art
major, thinks the presence of safety
and police officers on campus is
adequate.
"Most of the time I walk out of
The Commons, and it's late, there are
police cars there," Myers said. "Even
if there is not a problem, sometimes I
see multiple police cars." .
According to Lam, being aware
of habits that can make students

ational and to be a resource," he
said. "We're actually happy to share
this information when we're asked.
That's what our department is about:
educating the NSU community about
crime prevention."
Lam said that there are three
aspects to crime prevention at NSU:
Public Safety officers trained in
patrol techniques; physical security,
like gates and video surveillance
at parking garages; and students'
participation and crime prevention.
The Davie police department also
works with NSU Public Safety to

more vulnerable to crime is the key
to crime prevention. Students can
make themselves less vulnerable
to auto burglaries by hiding their
valuables in the trunk of their cars,
parking in areas with pedestrian
traffic, leaving their car windows
closed and investing in a car alarm.
"There's no guarantee against
crime," Lam said. "There is always
a chance. You can take these crime
prevention measures to make
yourself less vulnerable."
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The finalists' videos will be
uploaded to the college 's Web site
and social networks where the
community will vote for the winners.
The winners will be announced on
Nov. 30 at a lunch open to the NSU
community in the grand room of the
Sales Institute.
To register for the contest, log
on to www.nova.edu/salespitch
between Sept. 29 and Oct. 17. For
more information visit the Web site
or call (954) 262-4NSU.
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Skype blocked on campus
Written by:
Annarely Rodriguez
Students who are accustomed
to using Skype, the Internet-based
program that allows people to video
chat with one another anywhere in
the world, cannot do so on campus.
The service is blocked.
For Huda Khan, sophomore
biology major, the ban prevents
her from keeping in contact with
her family in a way that a regular
phone call or instant message does
not provide.
"I use it at ·home, but when
I tried to download it here to talk
with my mom, it didn't work," said
Khan. "I could have called her but
she wanted to show me something,
so Skypewould have been better."
Skype is not only used to
connect with family and friends,
but the program is also used in
many universities to facilitate

students' learning of other languages
and cultures.
Lisa Vignola, senior business
administration and marketing major
and resident student, said students
could benefit · from this aspect of
service at NSU.
"In regards to school, it can
enhance
students'
educational
experience because they could communicate or converse with their
professors and even do group
projects using their web cams through
Skype," she said. "And for students who come from out of
state or several hours away it is a
good way to keep in contact with
loved ones."
Greg Home, interim vice
president of Information Technologies, was the designated point of
contact for the university on this
issue. However, he was unable to
provide a statement last week on
the reason the service being blocked
on campus.

Florida voter registration deadline
is Oct. 4
Elections will be held on Nov. 2 but
Florida residents must register to vote
by Oct. 4. In order to register, you
must be a U.S. citizen, be a Florida
resident, and be at least 18 years old.
You must not have been convicted of
a felony or your civil right must have
been restored. You must also provide
your Florida license or identification
number. If you don't have either,
you must provide the last four digits
of your Social Security number. To
register, visit http://election.dos.state.
fl.us/pdf/webappform.pdf and mail your
application to your county Supervisor
of Elections. Once your application
is processed, y6u will receive a voter
information card.

COURTESY OF WWWSKYPE.COM

Skype. an Internet-based program used to make phone calls. video chat and leave voice messages, is
blocked on NSU's campus.

If you knew what you
were missing, you would
become a fan, too.
SeaRCH FOR THe CURRenT
on FaCeBOOI(.

News
Briefs

Florida to allow gay adoptions
Last week an appeals court ruled
that Florida's ban on homosexuals
adopting children was unconstitutional.
In a unanimous decision, the threejudge panel ruled to overtum the
restriction that had been in place since
1977. As a result, Gov. Charlie Crist
said that the state will immediately
cease to enforce the ban.
Cuba to layoff 500,000 employees
The Cuban government announced in
late August that 500,000 government
employees will be laid off by March.
However, Cuban President Raul
Castro said he would ease restraints
on the private sector so that those who
are fired can find jobs more easily. The
government is also hosting assemblies
to instruct employees how to make a
living after being fired. Although, this
is the first change in the government's
economic plan in 50 years, Castro
clarified that there is no intention to
abandon the communist regime .
NSU donates to Hispanic
organization
NSU donated $30,000 to the Hispanic
Unity of Florida, an organization that
helps Hispanic families succeed in the
U.S. George L. Hanbury II, Ph. D., NSU
president, and Larry Calderon, Ed.
D., vice president for community and
governmental affairs, presented the
check on Sept. 9 to the organization
where Calderon serves on the board
of directors.
Adjunct law professor
receives award
Charles B. Morton, adjunct professor
of trial advocacy at the Shepard Broad
Law Center, received the Florida
Prosecuting Attorney Association's
lifetime achievement award for
legal education. Morton has taught
prosecutors from Florida's 20 districts
and serves as Broward County's chief
assistant state attorney.
Oceanographic Center dean
selected as business leader of
the year
Seafarer's House at Port Everglades
selected Richard Dodge, Ph. D., dean
of NSU's Oceanographic Center, as the
2010 South Florida Business Leader.
Dean Dodge will be recognized at an
official luncheon on Nov. 10 for his
research and conservation of marine
life in South Florida.
Google maps misplaces Sunrise, FL
Last week, if someone looked for
Sunrise, FL using Google maps, the
application would direct the person to
Sarasota, FL instead. This was third
time Google maps misplaced the city.
The error was fixed after the public and
city officials complained to Google.
Senate repeals military and
immigration policies
Last week, the U.S, senate voted on
the repeal of the "Don't ask, don't tell"
military policy and the DREAM act and
neither passed. The "Don1 ask, don1
tell" policy states that homosexuals
cannot serve on the military, but they
cannot be asked about their sexuality.
The repeal of the act would mean that
gay men and lesbians could openly
serve in the military. The DREAM act
was a proposed policy that would allow
illegal immigrant students who came to
the U.S. before they were 16 years old
and lived in the country for two years or
more to become legal residents.

at the
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An audiology student
Written by :
Tanya Stathopoulos
Tanya Stathopoulos is in her second
year of the doctorate in audiology
program at the College of Allied
Health and Nursing. She loves
traveling, volleyball and artwork
and she speaks fluent Greek. She is
the Fundraising Chair at the NSU
chapter of the Student Academy of
Audiology.

I have grown to accept the fact
that life tasks ay be more difficult at
times because my hearing will never
be normal. Starting in elementary
school, I began wearing hearing aids
and I wanted to rip them out b ecause
they were so uncomfortable.
By middle school, I became
accustomed to wearing them daily.
I may have been able to hear my
teacher in class, but I did not hear
the children across the soccer field.
In high school, I did not feel "cool"
with my hearing aids and that
sometimes led to my feeling socially
isolated and embarrassed.
In college, I am thankful to be
able to purchase hearing aids that
are so comfortable that I forget I am
wearing them and to be able to use
technology that improves my quality
of life. Although it was a rough road
and children would often make fun

of "the funny looking things in my
ears," I know I would not be where I
am today without determination and
without the fortune of having hearing aids.
I am currently in the audiology
doctoral program. Beginning graduate school was exciting, but
extremely nerve wracking. I did not
know what to expect. Was I going
to be able to understand everyone in
big auditoriums? Was I going to be
the only hearing-impaired student
there? Was I going to be close
enough to my cohorts and professors
that I could ask them for something
that I possibly had missed without
feeling embarrassed? Was I going
to understand different accents from
people all around the world?
At orientation, I had to state
three facts about myself and I
decided to tell everyone right off the
bat that I was hearing-impaired. To
my great surprise, I was immediately
more relaxed and I felt accepted.
From that point on, I was assured it
was the best decision I ever made.
Now a class of 10, my cohorts and
. I have l'Jecomelike a family. Our
professors have inspired us and are
always there to support us.
The first year was a huge
adjustment for all of us .. We were
there for one another, which helped
us survive the tortuous and sleepless
nights. During this year, I truly

knew this was my passion. My most
important lesson was to be realistic. I
am fully aware that I will never have
perfect hearing, but with hard work
and determination, I have found
ways to overcome the obstacles. My
cohorts and I are here to learn how to
be the best clinicians possible so we
work in every way to best understand
the material whether our grade is an
"A+" or a "B."
Now in my second year, I
have begun my second semester
of clinicals
the hands-on
experience and the world of patients.
I repeatedly find how much hearing
loss negatively affects lives, like the
elderly who cannot go out to noisy
environments or understand others
across the table and the children who
can't laugh at or watch cartoons with
their friends because they miss the
high-frequency sounds of television
programs. Counseling patients about
the newest technology and watching
.their lives improve immensely is an
extremely rewarding experience.
The audiology field combines
my greatest strengths and passions
- . my motivated hard-working
nature and my compassionate
understanding and desire to help
others in need. I hope to be a
professional who enables many
people to overcome the obstacles
of being hearing-impaired and to be
thrilled with their lives.

Second·year doctor of audiology student Tanya Stathopoulos at Starkey, a hearing aid company
in Minnesota.
.
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ArtSharkscircle NSU ·waters

From ·Ieft to right: Romartine Virgile. junior biology major and vice president of ArtSharks; Grace Cox, senior graphic design major and president of ArtSharks;
Reshma Ramrattan, junior graphic design major and treasurer; and Nicole Goulet, senior art administration major and inspirational chair or ArtSharks pose with
their artwork. Cox said that ArtSharks was unique because there was no other group on campus for art students.
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Step into the waters, if you
dare, and explore your artistic side
with ArtSharks, the new art club.
Grace Cox, ArtSharks president
and senior graphic design major,
said that the club became an official
student organization in May after
art students discussed creating an
opportunity for bringing together
other NSU students who are
interested in art.
"If you really like doing art and
looking at art - there is not really
a club that caters to those people,"
Cox said.
Nicole Goulet, senior art
administration major, is the club's
inspirational chair, who creates the
club's monthly theme and informs
members of trends in the local art
community.
"We have a theme every
month," Goulet said. "Each person in
the club is supposed to bring a piece
of art. It can be their interpretation of
the theme."
Cox said that between the
monthly
meetings,
ArtSharks
will take at least one trip downtown to see art galleries. Club
members will visit the Miami

Design District in October.
Even those who don't have
artistic talent are still welcome to
join the club. Cox said that since the
club is made up of mostly art majors,
there will always be someone to help
new and less experienced members
with their work.
"If you think you're not good
at it, I would still come because it's
mostly about having fun," Cox said.
"It's not about doing an amazing art
masterpiece."
Romartine Vrrgile, junior biology major and vice president, said
that the organization is not about
artistic skill.
.
"If you've got a passion for art
and looking at art; being involved
and being artistic, just join," Vrrgile
said. "And, anybody can learn a little
skill or two."
Jazmin Zea, graduate assistant
for the Inter-Organizational Council,
said that she hopes ArtSharks will
grow and have more events in the
fall semester.
"I want to see them have
an art gallery or an exhibit at the
university center and being part of
the NSU experience. Tabling at SEA
Thursdays, recruiting people and
letting people know that they exist
- really taking that initiative."

I
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NSU student receives doctorate
while serving overseas
Written by:
Annarley Rodriguez

Faster than a speeding bullet,
more powerful than a locomotive.
It's not a bird, it's not a plane and it's
not Superman - it's First Lieutenant
John M. Saindon Jr., a 2010 NSU
graduate and member of the U. S.
Army Reserve .
While Saindon pursued his
doctorate in health science, he was in
active duty in Baghdad. He studied,
did his homework, wrote papers
for class and saved lives - every
day. He also taught biology and
environmental science to his fellow
soldiers. He said he did it all because
he loved it.
"I wanted to do something
constructive and worthwhile. I
wanted to make a difference," he
said. "It got me excited to wake
up at 4:30 a.m. because I enjoyed
the work."
All his hard work paid off.
Saindon received his degree from
NSU on May 17 during a special
graduation ceremony held in the AlFaw Palace in Baghdad.
More than 79 soldiers from
21 schools graduated during the
ceremony, but Saindon was the only
one to receive a doctorate. He is now
working on his Ph.D. through NSU's
online health science program, which
will allow him to conduct research.
Saindon has extensive exper- .

First Lieutenant John M. Saindon received his diploma on May 17. Saindon studied. taught and completed missions during his time in Iraq.

ience in the health science field. As
a member of the 13th Sustainment
Command
(Expeditionary),
he
was a health. operations officer. He
was responsible for the health
and welfare of his fellow soldiers,
especially during outbreaks, like the
H1N1 virus.
"If there was a need and I had
the ability and the skill set to do it, I
would do it," he said.
Saidon-used that mindset to take
~., .

-

'''''~

• o.;.,...~

,

on the task of teaching other soldiers
in active duty, who would have had
to wait a year to complete their
education otherwise. As a University
of Maryland faculty member,
Saindon had 35 to 40 students per
class. His students included Navy,
Air Force and the Army members.
Saindon said the classes helped
students have a sense of normalcy
and routine during the chaos of
the war.

We're thI Paparazzi

"We would be in the middle
of class and we would hear gunfire
and bombs going off, but class put
everybody's mind at ease. It was like
the TV was on. You just put it aside,"
he said.
Saindon said it was important
to be positive no matter what. He
said that students sometimes doubt
whether they made the right decision
about their studies, but that they
should keep working if they love

what they' re studying.
"No matter what degree you're
going for or what your background
is, you just have to push through and
you will achieve it," he said. "There
is light at the end of the tunnel."
Saindon finished his 407
days of active duty and is now in
the Reserve.

'"

WANT TO..
Read the latest updates
Check out
photos from yesterday's event
See
what's happening on campus Friday
night
Have a forum to voice your
opinion
Connect with us on Facebook
Suggest a story for an upcoming issue·

Check out our Flickr® photostream to see if we took any photos of you.
You might even be featured in our next issue.
Visit our Flickr® photostream
at www.flickr.com/ photos/thecurrent_photos.
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Game over for
athletes on Twitter
Written by:
Sabrina Talamo

•

Since 2009, the NFL and other
professional sports leagues have
regulated the use of social media by
professional athletes during game
days. These policies forbid athletes
from tweeting before, during, or
after games until the conclusion of
post-game media interviews.
Two weeks ago, Randy
Shannon, University of Miami football coach demanded all players
remove their Twitter accounts to
avoid distraction. While UM is not
the first collegiate team to ban the
social media site, Michael Mominey,
athletic director at NSU said that
NSU athletes are allowed to use
Twitter as much as they like.
"The athletic department at
NSU will not implement a policy
to ban student athletes from using
Twitter," said Mominey. "If a decision
is made to implement such a policy,
it will be a University's decision, not
the athletic department's."
Although NSU does not
prohibit athletes from using Twitter,
some athletes are in favor of the ban.
"Sometimes it's right because
[athletes] have to be focused on
the game," said Stefano Noce,
sophomore communication studies
major and NSU soccer player.

•

;
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ON THE BENCH
Commentary by:

CRAIG HEENIGHAN

It's not always
•
Wise
to use

your head in
sports
Professional athletes on some major sports teams are banned from using social media on game days.

"What happens inside the locker
room should stay inside the
locker room."
When regulations are not in
effect, many athletes use Twitter
to connect with fans and tweet
things that would not appear in
traditional media.
Amy Peters, junior dance major,
said, "1 think the Twitter ban is
ridiculous. Athletes are normal
people. The media and coaches are
just jealous that Twitter gets more
attention than they do."
While some athletes use social

media to gain followers and fans,
others quickly lose them to social
media regulations.
Don't expect to see victory
tweets, game updates, or sweaty
photos from your favorite players
until after they tackle post-game
interviews. For some college
athletes, Twitter is suspended until
the end of the season.

Men's soccer began the week with their first
defeat - going down 1-0 to fierce rivals Barry
University on Sept. 18. The Sharks defeated
Palm Beach Atlantic University 2-1 on Sept. 21.

Women's soccer defeated Florida Tech
University, 2-1, in overtime, in their first
conference match of the season.

Women's volleyball dropped their conference
opener against St. Leo 3-1 on Sept. 17. The
Sharks recovered the following day with a 3-2
win over Eckerd on Sept. 18.

Men's and women's cross country both
finished second overall at the Left Feet
Sports/ Earl Jacoby Cross Country Invitational
on Sept. 18.

The win-at -all-costs culture
has existed in professional
sports for decades. Winning
is ingrained in the minds of
professional athletes. They are
trained to win. They want to
win. They have to win. But,
sometimes winning comes at a
cost. Sometimes professional
athletes ultimately pay the
biggest price - their own lives.
The debate over concussions in the NFL continues to
rage as there is great concern for
athletes who repeatedly suffer
head trauma. The blunt reality is
that athletes who are the epitome
of strength and athleticism
today could be fa~ed with brain
damage in the future.
The frightening dangers
associated with head traumas
became a reality on Sept.
14 when Owen Thomas, a
linesman on the University of
Pennsylvania football team,
committed suicide, at 21.
The autopsy of Thomas's
brain revealed that he had chronic
traumatic encephalopathy (CTE)
a debilitating disease often found
in aging or retired athletes.
The affects of CTE include
poor deciSion-making, impaired
memory, erratic behavior, use of
drugs and alcohol, depression
and suicide. Thesyndrome is a
result of repeated blows to the
head .and concussions, typically
found ' amongst boxers and
football players.
Thomas was believed to be
the first-known active college
player to have the disease
and it shocked the world of
sports because the disease is
typically attributed with much
older athletes. It is not just the
professional ranks that are being
affected by head trauma; it is
now younger athletes who are
paying the price.
Football is a testosterone
fueled American pastime that
unites and divides in equal
measure. Fans expect their
players to push their bodies
to the limits and nothing less.
We all love the crunching
tackles that we see on a Sunday
afternoon. We are all aware of
the dangers that are associated
with football, but are we all
in denial?
Athletes carry the burden

of an entire city, state or country.
Losing is not an option for most
organizations and athletes are
fully aware of this . But in sports
such as football and boxing,
athletes are putting much more
than their bodies on the line.
Their lives are at stake. Is the
sweet smell of success worth
losing your life for?
For some, sports are the
center of the universe, but is it
really a matter of life and death?
Nobody wants to hear about
the damaging long term effects
head injuries can cause. Nobody
wants to hear that head injuries
caused in football can lead to
diseases such as Alzheimer's.
Nobody wants to hear any of this
because of a fear of change.
Football is a gladiatorial
spectacle. Fans expect players
to get up, dust themselves
down and get on with the game
- no matter the injury. This
is the culture that has existed
for decades. ,
The players are aware
of the dangers that come with
head traumas, but they find
themselves playing in a bubble.
As soon as a professional athlete
runs out on to the field, real
life ceases to exist - all that
matters is the next play or the
next tackle. Inside that bubble
athletes
are
indestructible.
Inside that bubble athletes have
a duty to their teammates. Inside
that bubble all that matters is
winning. But, what happens
outside the bubble?
The danger for the NFL is
that research on this topic will
continue to 'gather momentum
over the next twenty years. The
horrifying results will continue
to cause shock.
No matter what NFL commissioner Roger Goodall does
to · prevent such incidents, he
is ultimately powerless. There
will be more cases like Owen
Thomas and the cases are going
to occur in younger athletes.
More and more football players
will suffer from injuries related
to head trauma. More and more
articles will be published on the
subject. More and more parents
will prevent their children from
playing organized football.
If this is the case where will
this leave the NFL in 20 years?
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The biggest loser remains awinner
VViitten

forth," Ebrahim said. "A year ago I was very,
very pessimistic to do anything. I thought I
was expecting death anytime. I used to take the
highest dose of insuJJll, but my blood sugar was
always over 300."
Due to the high intake of insulin Ebrahim's
energy levels and vision depleted. He recalls
seeing a distinct change in his lifestyle once he
started to lose weight giving him the energy to
start his farm.
Lourdes Perez, personal trainer and
group exercise leader at the RecPlex and one
of Ebrahim's personal trainers during the
program, said that Ebrahim was motivated.
"He was definitely focused on the goal,"
Perez said. "I don't think it was about winning
the actual event as it was changing his life."
Perez said that even when problems with
his knee made him unable to do some of the
exercises, he would still attend the sessions.
"He's always smiling - always positive,"
Perez said. "He's a very intelligent man; willing
to help other people, willing to volunteer."
Ebrahim isn't the only one the program
has affected. He said that his family's diet
has changed and he constantly talks about the
program to his colleagues and students.
"When I go and teach statistics or
research," he said. "I write examples of losing
weight and how this affects your anxiety,
how does this affect your motivation. So I

~y:

Keren Moros

Nobody wants to be called the biggest
loser - unless that name changes your life for
the better.
In May, Fawzy Ebrahim, program
professor at the Fischler School of Education
and Human Services, won the fourth NSU's
Biggest Loser competition, based on the hit
NBC show.
"It's completely changed . my life,"
Ebrahim said. "I eat healthy now. I don't eat
any junk food."
Ebrahim dropped 274 pounds to 219
pounds during the program, which started
in January.
Before the program, Ebrahim took eight
daily shots of insulin to control his diabetes.
His A1C, a blood test that measures blood
sugar levels, used was more than 10 percent,
but is now the normal range of 6.5 to 7 percent.
Ebrahim also used to take blood pressure
medication twice a day and now takes it once a
day. He also spent $600 a month on medication ·
but now spends only $60.
One of the benefits of changing his
lifestyle is Ebrahim now has more energy to
work on his hobby: farming.
"I like to plant vegetables and trees and so

Fawzy Ebrahim, program professor at the Fischler School of Education, lost 55 during NSU's Biggest Loser this year.

provide life examples for the students based on
my experience."
Ebrahim said he would like to see the
Biggest Loser program expand at NSU and is
planning to apply for a grant to see it established
county-wide. For now, he is working toward
his goal of weighing less than 200 pounds and

he currently walks five miles every day.
"Imagine that you give a chance to
someone to live again," Ebrahim said. "That's
all I can say about the Biggest Loser. It gave me
the chance to live again."
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Lone "Killer"
on the loose

III Il I

Bob Dylan in the studio.

Juan Gallo
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Bob Dylan will perfonn at
NSU on Oct. 6th. However, this man
is not just another musician.
This is Dylan. Legend. Poet.
Lyricist. Master. Social Critic.
Simply put, Bob Dylan is one of the
greatest artists of all time. Now, the
NSU community will get to see why,
in a once in a lifetime opportunity.
Ever since he put words to
page and then colored those words
with the strum of a guitar, Dylan
changed everything that we knew
about music. Perhaps, in a time
before Dylan, there was music and
there was poetry. There was art and
social criticism. There was genius
and beauty. Through Bob Dylan, all
of these elements became one. He
was the voice of a generation - the
voice of a movement.
The early 60s were turbulent
times, to say the least. On the surface,
there was fear, conformity, structure,
violence, and aggression. Beneath
the surface, however, was a whisper,
uttered only among a few individuals
who saw life differently. These
individuals questioned the status
quo. They longed for change and
failed to comprehend the madness
around them. In Dylan, these lonethinkers found a voice.
Dylan was first attracted to folk
music because, well, it wasn't as glam
as rock 'n' roll. Rock was happy and
sounded great, but it didn't allow Dylan
to explore society, people, or himself,
as he wanted to. His motive was not
only to make good music, but to send
out a message, to provoke thought, and
to inspire change. You could say that
Dylan paved his own way.
When addreSSing, in his
autobiography, his name change
(birthname: Robert Allen Zimmennan), Dylan said, "You're born,
you know the wrong names, wrong
parents. I mean, that happens. You
call yourself what you want to call
yourself. This is the land of the free."
That's who Dylan was, and still is,
and it's what a confused America
need~d to hear at the time. Freedom,
must be complete freedom, not
tinged with confonnity, censorship,
and unifonnity.
He was anything but ordinary.

He sported long, frizzy hair, often
covered by vintage hats. He was
never particularly attractive and was
never known for having an angelic
voice. In fact, his raspy, and often
incomprehensible voice, just added
to his whole mystique. All of this,
and his intellectual genius, made him
a: figure larger-than-life, whowe still
stand in awe of.
Completely ,original, unique,
eclectic, iconic, legendary, and
timeless; his songs remain inscribed
in our hearts and rehashed ever-sooften by new artists, who have been
touched by it, and who wish to pay
their tribute to the man. One of the
most famous is Jimmi Hendrix's
cover of "All Along the Watchtower",
but the incredible list of artists who
have covered Dylan songs includes
The Byrds, Joan Baez, Johnny Cash,
Norah Jones, Bob Marley, the Dave
Matthews Band, Pearl Jam, Tom
Petty, Adele, and on, and on.
Bob Dylan is just as important
as he was then. It makes sense
really. Although his music does not
discriminate against any race, age,
or sex, it probably makes most sense
to the young adults who are facing
head-on, the harsh realities of life, .
society, and culture. And where are
we, as a people, today?
Although some incredible obstacles have been overcome, our
generation finds itself staring down
the face of some very similar circumstances as the ones exper-ienced in
the early 60s. War lurks in our minds.
Racism is still an issue, as is freedom
of speech, gender, and sexuality.
Governments and politicians abuse our
trust and materialism has taken over.
Then, like a hero in the night,
comes Dylan once again, guitar
in hand, to sing a song that will
undoubtedly make us look at
ourselves, question' our decisions,
and guide us toward enlightenment.
Will he sing "Blowin' in the
Wind"? Or maybe he will dust off
"The Times They Are a-Changin"'?
Might he grace us with "Forever
Young"? Whatever songs he
perfonns, they will be amazing. It
will be a night you will never forget.
And if we're lucky, if we listen,
perhaps it will be the night we decide
to make a change, and to do as Dylan
said, "All I can do is be me, whoever
that is."

vV'i"itten by:
Juan Gallo
Every man must one day face
his destiny, alone. For Brandon
Flowers, that day has come.
The front-man and leader of
the successful American rock band,
The Killers, is stepping out solo,
but can this "killer" survive on
his own?
Flowers' debut album is
"Flamingo" - and this is perfect.
Flowers has always been a
flamingo; flaunting his vocal talent,
his songwriting genius, and his
flamboyant on-stage personality.
One thing that Flowers is not,
though, is new to the game, wi.th four
"The Killers" albums under his belt,
it's safe to say that Flower's knows
what he's doing.
Although his personality is like a
flamingo, this album comes charging
out of the gate like a thoroughbred in
the Kentucky Derby - and it never
stops. While some artist's take their
solo effort as an opportunity to quiet
down a little and explore the innerworking of their creativity through
introspective, acoustically-inclined
reflections (see Eddie Vedder and
Robert Plant) no one told Flowers
that. He attacks this opportunity with
a thirsty, unapologetic energy.
"Welcome to Las Vegas," the
album's opening track is basically
Flowers describing his town (the
place where whatever happens
there, stays there), for all that it is,
a paradox of the best and worst that
life has to offer. Flowers' Las Vegas
is less Tom Jones and Siegfried and
Roy, and more lonely, desert nights,
and passionate hot sun.
"Flamingo" is essentially, a
flawlessly accurate description of

Cover of Brandon Flowers' debut album "Flamingo. "

everything that Flowers is. It's also a
giant, neon sign that points you in the
direction of one of the most talented
rock lyricists working today. It's
slightly glam with massive arenaanthems, contagious choruses, and
reckless energy. The track "Hard
Enough" begins with a Flowers
hannony that flaunts his vocal
prowess. There are a lot of different
things going on in the music behind
the vocals, with little samples of
what is to come at the end of each
verse. Before you know it, the chorus
is there and out of nowhere you're
listening to a powerful, energetic,
and beautiful duet with Jenny
Lewis, lead-singer of the indie band
Rilo Kiley.

The track "Jilted Lovers &
Broken Hearts" takes a page right
out of Bruce Springsteen's "Born
to Run." It cements the notion that
in the landscape of American rock,
that is more than just power chords
and long hair, a torch is being passed
from Springsteen to Flowers.
"The Killers" fans should be
happy that this album resembles
a sound similar to the rugged,
glorious, working-class America,
which was heard on "Sam's Town."
And everyone else can rest assured
that, whether it's with "The Killers"
or on his own, Flowers is more than
a formidable ambassador for all that
American rock 'n' roll should be.

Thursday 9.30
Widespread Panic The Fillmore
in Miami Beach 7:4S p.m.

IOl e !"A
Celebration of
Hispanic Heritage
Don Taft University
Center in Ft. Lauderdale
(2nd floor) 6-7:30 p.m.

Scott Stapp Revolution Live
in Ft. Lauderdale 7:00 p.m.
Godsmack Hard Rock Live in

Tyler Perry's Madea's Big Happy Family

American Airlines Arena in Miami 8:00 p.m.
Crosby, Stills, and Nash Hard Rocl< Live in
HoLLywood 8:00 p.m.

Saturday 10.2
Hispanic Heritage Month Celebration Alvin
Sherman Library in Ft. Lauderdale 1-3:30 p.m.
Culture Shock Trio Don Taft University Center
in Davie 8:00 p.m.

Hollywood 7:30 p.m.

RUSH Time Machine Tour Cruzan
Ampitheater in West Palm Beach

Wednesday 9.29
So You Think You Can Dance
Live Tour American Airlines
Arena in Miami 7:30 p.m.

Sunday 10.3
Jagermeister Music Tour: Slayer,
Megadeth, and Anthrax Alvin Bayfront Park
Ampitheater in Miami 7:00 p.m.

The Wailers with Duane Stephenson
Revolution Live in Ft. Lauderdale 8:00 p.m.

Cine Argentino: "Anita" Carl DeSantis
Building. Knight Auditorium in Ft. Lauderdale
2:00

Wednesday 9.29 Florida Panthers VS. Carolina Hurricanes Bank Atlantic Center in Sunrise 7:30 p.m.
Th,.1rsday 9.30 Florida Marlins vs. Pittsburgh Pirates Sun Life Stadium in Miami 7:10 p.m.
Friday 10.1 Florida Marlins vs. Pittsburgh Pirates Sun Life Stadium in Miami 7:10 p.m.
Saturday 10.2 Florida Marlins vs. Pittsburgh Pirates and Steve Miller Band Concert
Sun Life Stadium in Miami 7:10 p.m.

Sunday 10.3 Florida Marlins vs. Pittsburgh Pirates SunLife Stadium in Miami 1:10 p.m.
Monday 10.4 Miami Dolphins vs. New England Patriots Sun Life Stadium in Miami 8:30p.m.
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Devil
My Advice is to take

the stairs
follow us
on twitterTM
Still of Geoffrey Arend and Bojana Novakovic in "Devil."

checH out our twitter'" for
the lotest compus news.

W1i tten by:
Sanlantha Harfenist
....................................

www.twitter.com/thecurrentnsu

olso visit our new web site and
see our twitter"" feed ot
nsucurrent.novo.edu

And you thought being trapped
in an elevator was frightening enough.
M. Night Shyamalan intensifies
this phobia by producing a film where
a group of strangers are trapped in an
. elevator with the Devil. He adds to the
creepy atmosphere by having a cast
of relatively unknown actors, which
helps the realism that, hey, it could be
anyone stuck inside this elevator.
The ever-present creaking of
the elevator added to the climate of
mistrust among the passengers. I'm
not easily frightened or horrified, but,
I gotta to tell you, I jumped quite a
few times. And when the Devil finally
reveals himself, it was one hell of a
"Night shock."
And perhaps that is the ultimate
genius of "Devil." It plays on the terror
of the unknown. It preys on our fears
of the monster lurking in the dark that
we cannot escape. It preys on our fear

Je Df the "eel
GillgrODPe.com
vV1itten by:
Alyssa Sterkel
Being in style doesn't have to go
hand in hand with being broke.
Giltgroupe.com sells lUXury
brands and hand-selected items at
discounted prices for women, men,
children, home decor, and jet-setting.
Signing up is the only way
to access giltgroupe's sales, but
it's as easy as typing in your email
address, being put on a waiting
list, and entering the Web site the
following day.
Members have access to brands
that are 70 percent off the retail
price. Every day at noon, the Web
site hosts sales lasting for 36 hours.
Shop early otherwise the brands will

sell out. Women can find Alexander
Wang clothing, Gurhan jewelry, and
Rock and Republic shoes. Men can
find Android watches and Trovata
and Belstaff clothing. For children
there are diaper bags, strollers, and
BPA free glass bottles. Home decor
items include Horizon lighting, Icon
images, and Jaipur rugs at low prices.
Members also have access to
giltgroupe's companion sites, like Gilt
Man, and if members invite friends
who shop at the site, they will receive
a $25 gift card after their friend 's
purchase has shipped.
Stay in style and still have cash
in your wallet.

Screen shot of www.giltgroupe.com

of being trapped in an enclosed space, supporting cast just as engaging
of a freefall to our death. And most of as the main characters who were
all, it plays on ourfear of the darkness in immediate peril. The two securwithin us.
Yes, there is a supernatural
element to the film, but it's almost as
dangerous as the human threat. The
Devil kills in the blackness, but the
darkness within the human beings
allows him to walk among us and to
take our souls.
After a series of failed attempts,
Shyamalan has finally gotten back on
track. His last few films .have lacked
a certain essence that captured the
audience the way that ~'The Sixth
Sense" and "Signs" did. In "Devil,"
Night returns to his roots of setting
up the ominous atmosphere instead
of having large amounts of gore like
in "The Happening." In "Devil," he
also developed sympathetic and wellrounded characters instead of telling
a bizarre story, like the fairy tale in
"Lady in the Water."
To my shock, I found the

ity guards, located safely away
from the evil entity haunting the
elevator, almost stole the movie as
they witnessed the horror through
security cameras .
One of the security guards and
narrator of the film (Jacob Vargas) is
especially captivating. I know what
you're thinking. Narrator, really? But
the man explains the mythology of
the Devil as the story progresses with
such chilling detail that I'll never
forget the warning signs of when the
ruler of hell is near. And I'm not even
religious.
As the movie progresses and
you become more attached to the
characters, as well as the realism of
the scenario, an ever-present question
looms in the air. How do you beat
the Devil? Well, you can always take
the stairs.
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Popular magazine goes from
erasing cellulite to ·erasing color
Wiitten by:
Samantha Harfenist

Elle magazine recently published a cover
of actress Gabourey Sidibe, star of the film
Precious. And I was shocked by the altered
photograph. Sidibe, who is African-A.rn€rican,
had a dramatically lighter skin tone.
Elle not only put this altered image in
their magazine, but they have the balls to put
it smack dab on the cover. To add insult to
bigoted injury, they then try to defend it. Elle
has insisted that they haven't lightened Sidibe's
skin. Really? Anyone who doesn't see the
difference must be color blind.
Could it be that the highly-popular
magazine was trying to make Sidibe more
attractive to its readers by lightening her skin?
This is a ridiculous belief, which dates
back hundreds of years to the old European
ideal of lighter skin and hair. Hmm, where
have I heard this before? If the editors of Elle
ascribed to that then I can imagine 'Hail HiEler'

being passed around in the office memo.
This makes my blood boil. Beauty comes
in many colors, shapes, and sizes. Who is one
person to say what is more attractive? Well, I
have a lot of descriptive words for that person,
but I'm not allowed to put them in print.
Elle has done this before with Beyonce.
They received a lot of flack for that, but
apparently their die-hard racism won over
common sense - again.
The magazine has attempted to justify
this by saying it's the camera lens. In a way,
that's true. I'm a photographer and darker
images can tum lighter. But, you use a different
type of lens - problem solved. That's Photo
101. Since photography is a large part of their
business, claiming ignorance is a load of b.s.
Unless you count klans-person ignorance.
Elle insists that they don't see a difference
in Sidibe's skin tone, meaning that they're

African-American actress Gabourey Sidibe's picture appeared on the front cover of Elle magazine (left) with a lighter skin tone than
the one one she actually has (right).

color blind. This cliche has been repeated
many times and I've never understood it. By
not seeing the differences in races, you are
denying them the beauty that is unique to
them. And Sidibe's cover proves this.
People need to stop saying that they're

color blind and start saying that, yes, they
see color, but that color differences are
inconsequential. And isn't that celebrating the
true beauty within us all?

"Horriblarious" additions
Contrary to popular
to Merrialll-Webster
belief, not every student
just parties in college
Uhtten by:
KerenMoros
The English language is constantly
evolving. The way we speak today would have
baffled and confused people 400 years ago.
However, I fear that with the recent inclusion of
Web speak and slang in the Merriam-Webster
dictionary, that evolution is happening faster
than even Darwin could have predicted.
Dictionaries have always been the source
for the correct spelling, definition and even the
correct usage of words. If we add abbreviations
and words like TUL (text you later), "iPodally,"
"textmate" and "twex" to the dictionary,
then what's next, college-level writing using
only acronyms?
I understand times are changing,
especially technologically and that with such
changes come a completely different language,
but should it affect the way we speak and write
to such an obtuse degree?
Yes, the English language is composed
of French, German and other words, but to
add Web speak only dilutes and diminishes
it. Words like "wordrobe" are unnecessary

additions. It means vocabulary. So, why go
out of your way to use such a silly word that
is uglier.
Don't get me wrong, I am not against
the addition of words to the language. It is
understandable that some of these words, like
"cyberchondriac" - someone who thinks hel
she has a disease after reading about it online
- have been added because the Internet
has brought the need for words that relate
specifically to what is done online, but some
of these are simply ridiculous. "Fantalicious,"
really? Just say fantastic.
It's the addition of words like this that
make me think people don't know how to
speak English so they must make up words like
"fantalicious" to express how incredible the
latest Justin Beiber song was.
But there is hope in the future: The
language has gotten so bad; it cannot possibly
get worse, right? Hey, I didn't say I was an
optimist.

Other words added to Merriam-Webster:
Twex (n): Sex-related tweet
BMW (abbreviation): Beautiful mature
woman
Gleek (n): A fan of the television show
"Glee"
Carbage (n): Garbage left in the car
Textversation (n): A conversation over text
Dethicken (v): To lessen thickness
Bando (n): Member of a marching band
Horriblarious (adj): Horrible and hilarious
Traffical (adj): Having heavy traffic
DPS (abbreviation): Damage per second used in video games

Cashtray (n): An ashtray full of cash or coins
Cyberloafing (v): Surfing the Internet while
at work
Worriation (n): A state of anxious worry
Jenky (adj): Inferior in quality
Distinctfy (v): To make separate, distinct, or
noteworthy
For a full list of words added log on to: www3.
merriam-webster.comlopendictionarylnewword_display_recent.php.

T1Iiitten by'
KerenMoros
Compile a list of overexposed stars and
24-year-old Lindsay Lohan will be near the top.
She has gained more fame for her partying and
personal troubles than she has for her acting.
Judging from her stint in rehab, her not
wearing any underwear and being harassed
by the paparazzi for all the wrong reasons,
Lohan probably wishes that she had made
different choices. In the October issue of
"Vanity Fair," she said that all the trouble she
had gotten herself into was due to a phase - a
college phase.
"These were my college years," Lohan
said in the article, "but they were in the public
eye. I was irresponsible. I was experimenting.
I was doing certain things that people do ten
times more of when they're in college."
Noone needs a translator to understand
what Lohan meant: the average college
student is out partying, drinking, not wearing
any underwear and getting into all kinds
of trouble. Interesting - and ignorant statement from a girl who's never set foot in a
college classroom.
A few months ago, a girl trying to guess
my age concluded that I could not possibly be
19. When I asked her why, she said, "Because
if you were 19, you'd still be partying and
stuff." She matched her statement with the
wild-and-crazy gestures that some people post
on Facebook.
There's something wrong with that
mentality. Just because you're young, you're

allowed to be irresponsible. You're almost
expected to be irresponsible. While I'm sure
not everyone in the country brand college
students with these negative stereotypes, I'm
still worried that they're found everywhere.
It's not fair or right to place a label on people
because of their age group.
What about the college students who
are student leaders? The ones who actually
care about their futures and see their college
years as a time to grow as people and explore
the world around them with the intention of
making it a better place? Don't they deserve
to be accepted at face value instead of judged
through the narrow limitations others place
on them?
Not all college students are out living
life "ten times worse" than Lohan. It's sad
that the words "college student" bring to
mind a person without the lifestyle, habits
and character that make up hard workers and
contributing members of society. It's sad to
hear others malign college students. But to hear
negative comments and not challenge them is
almost worse.
Students should care enough about their
reputations to strive to break free of this
stereotypical mold and rebel against the low
expectations placed on them. Perhaps by doing
this, the words "college student" will come to
represent active and responsible members of
society who dare others to live emp.owering
and productive lives.
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Please make them stop
Written by:
Samantha Harfenist
''I'd like a table away from any
children, please." Saying that to the
host or hostess in a restaurant is sure
to gamer either a confused look or
hateful glare. I speak from experience.
Today, more and more restaurants
are instituting rules where children
under a certain age are separated from
the rest of the mature customers who
pay for a meal, not the punishment of
a screeching youngster.
Even O\lr Sunshine State isn't
oblivious to this plague of noisy kids
honing in on our turf like the zombies
from "Dawn of the Dead" flocking to
the mall. In Boynton Beach, a man
slugged a father who'd brought his
autistic child to the Olive Garden.
The Rocky-wannabe had first
tried telling the man to shush the
loud kid, but the Papa Bear answered
back that his little boy was autistic.
That's not an excuse for bringing your
biological noise-maker to a restaurant.
Apparently, the boxer agrees with me
as he took the good 'ole U-S-of-A
solution through force when negotiations fail.
In March, a 68-year-old man
was charged with striking a child
in the back of the head because the

kiddo was being obnoxiously loud.
His lawyer claims that the. man has
a mental illness. I can sympathize.
After all, prolonged exposure to a
screeching child will drive anyone
nuts. It's only a matter of time
before psychologists put that in the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders.
The little prince or princess colloquial terms, which should tell you
all you need to know about them - act
like miniature drunks with their highpitched voices and athletic tossing
of food. Being stuck in a restaurant
with a neighboring squealing child
is akin to being subjected to a trap in
"Saw," only, in the restaurant, there is
no escape.
I was a quiet kid, but the rare
time that I acted up, my parents would
do "rock, paper, scissors" to see who
would haul my misbehaving behind
out of the place. My parents knew
the rules - respect adults. It isn't my
problem that your kid is screaming
because you didn't teach them the
value of "inside-voice."
You chose to procreate. You
chose your parenting style and you
know when it's appropriate to bring

COURTESY OF WWW.SPECIALCHllDREN.ABOUTCOM

Screaming chi ldren are common in most restaurants.

your rug rat to public places. I can't
control any of those and I shouldn't be
punished for that.
You vehemently claim that "no
one should tell you how to parent,"
then don't complain when you raised
a little monster that those same "no
ones" don't want to be around.
Now that the threat of physical
harm is out there, the love-blind
parents might, hopefully, think twice
about subjecting the general public to

their pint-sized pinatas of mayhem.
Don't get me wrong, I don't
support taking a swing at the arrogant
parental unit or obnoxiously loud
beast. Just like all parents think that
their baby is the most beautiful one
ever, they're blinded to the fact that
their entitled little bundle of joy is
grating on other people's nerves like
nails on a chalk board.
Don't like what's going on,
parents, then what's your solution?

Are you going to make the rest of
us bring earplugs to dinner and
communicate through sign language?
Your kid's the problem, and since you
refuse to discipline them, we have
come up with the solution. If you don' t
like this solution, get sterilized, get
the pill, get condoms. But don't force
\IS to sit through your little demonic
progeny's tirade.

On the Scene
As told to:
Magdalena Kahelis

A study published this month in the journal, Biology Letters, concluded that most women are attracted to flamboyant male dancing.

What kind of dance moves attract you¥
"I like coordinated dancing. Everyone likes someone who can dance and is coordinated. When you
flow while you dance you get the moves in it. I
like that."
Patrick Harte, second-year graduate student in
the MBA Entrepreneurship program

"I like meringue and salsa because it's sensual and
there's more hip movement. It's more of a dance,
not a bump and grind."
Jamone Robinson, clerical assistant at
the Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship Enrollment Services Office.

"I like when a guy can break dance. If he can flip
over my head, I'll take notice. If he can use my
head as a podium stand or something that would
be cool."
Britney Do, second-year pre-Pharmacy major

"Natural dancing is what I like; how you feel when
a beat comes on. You have to have rhythm, even if
it's something that I don't particularly like - techno
music. If you get on the floor and do something I
agree or don't agree with, but it looks good then I
like it. If you feel it then I like it."
Demetrius Cooper, clerical assistant at
the Huizenga School of Business and
Entrepreneurship

"I like dance offs because I'm from Jamaica and
that appeals to me because I grew up with it."
Jordan Lindo, senior psychology major

"Flamboyant dancing would freak me out!"
Megan Kim, first-year physical therapy

ANOTHER REASON TO BE SOLD ON NSU
THE SALES INSTITUTE AT TH E HUIZEN G A BUSIN ESS SCHO OL

Whether you 're selling yourself to a prospective employer or arguing a case in front of a grand jury, the ability to
effectively communicate, negotiate and persuade is essential- regardless of your chosen profession . At the H. Wayne
Huizenga School of Business and Entrepreneurship's new Sales Institute, you'll learn the sales skills that today's
employers are looking for. Through its Sales Institute, the Huizenga Business School now offers certificate and MBA
programs in sales and sales management, and even a minor in sales. And with the area of sales itself experiencing
huge growth, you can expect numerous job opportunities along with lucrative salaries. In fact, more people earn over
$100,000 annually in sales than any other profession. Learn more about the Huizenga Business School's new sales
programs and facility at our grand opening .

SALES INSTITUTE GRAND OPENING FOR NSU STUDENTS
Tuesday, September 28th at 12:00 p.m.
Carl DeSantis Building, 3rd Floor
Complimentary lunch served. Walk-ins welcomed .
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